THE CONTROL OF EXPLOSIVES REGULATIONS 1991

1. Citation and commencement
2. Interpretation
3. Application
4. Explosives certificate
5. Revocation and expiry of explosives certificate
6. Appeals and applications to the Crown Court or Sheriff
7. Acquisition and keeping of explosives
8. Transfer of explosives
9. Restrictions on prohibited persons
10. Keeping explosives for private use
11. Occupier of licensed factory or licensed magazine to appoint person responsible for security of explosives
12. Making, preservation and production of records
13. Reporting loss
14. Extension outside Great Britain
15. Enforcement
16. Power to revoke or amend licenses
17. Power to grant exemptions
18. Transitional provisions
19. Modifications, revocations and savings

Signature

SCHEDULES
Schedule 1 — Exceptions.
Schedule 2 — Form of explosives certificate.
Schedule 3 — Information to be recorded.

Schedule 4 —
  Part I — Modifications of the Explosives Act 1875.
  Part II — Revocations.

Explanatory Note